The decay of the mass-separated, very neutron-rich isotope 93 Br has been studied by γ-spectroscopy. A level scheme of its daughter 93 Kr has been constructed. Level energies, γ-ray branching ratios and multipolarities suggest spins and parities which are in accord with a smooth systematics of the N = 57 isotones for Z ≤ 40, suggesting the N = 56 subshell closure still to be effective in Kr isotopes. So far, there is no indication of a progressive onset of deformation in neutron-rich Kr isotopes. 27.60.+j,23.20.Lv 
INTRODUCTION
Neutron-rich krypton isotopes are located in an interesting mass region where competition of various structures and shapes at low-excitation energy occurs. With Z=36, the Kr isotopes lie roughly in the middle between the classical proton shell closures at Z = 28 and 50. It is therefore expected that the addition of only a few neutrons to the N=50 shell, would soon lead to the development of collective features. On the one hand, this situation, indeed, corresponds to the Z = 42 molybdenum isotopes which are located symmetrically to krypton with respect to the proton midshell at Z = 39. On the other hand, however, this picture is at variance with the systematics established for the immediate Z>36 neighbor isotopes of Kr. Especially, the even-even nuclei of strontium and zirconium experience a strong closure of the d 5/2 neutron subshell at N=56. The 2 + states in 96 Zr and 98 Zr are quite high with a maximum energy of 1751 keV for 96 Zr [1, 2] . The 2 + states of Sr, although lower than in their Zr isotones, are with about 800 keV still fairly high in this region and exhibit little collectivity [3] . Nevertheless, a deformed minimum in the potential energy surface at about 1.5 MeV has been reported for the N=58 isotones 96 Sr and 98 Zr, based on very large ρ 2 (E0) values [4] and rotational band structures [5] . These deformed structures rapidly come down in energy with increasing neutron number, until the N = 60 isotones 98 Sr and 100 Zr exhibit well developed rotational ground-state bands [5] . Yet, 0 + states at very low energies, at 215 and 331 keV respectively, have been interpreted as signatures of shape coexistence [6] . A similar shape transition is also observed in Z = 39 yttrium isotopes [7] [8] [9] . So far, the heaviest Z = 37 rubidium isotope studied by γ-spectroscopy is 94 Rb, with N = 57 the nearest neighbor isotone of 93 Kr. Its low-lying levels were interpreted in the interacting boson-fermion-fermion frame as being spherical [10] . Published information on levels in Kr isotopes heavier than 90 Kr remained rather scarce until recently. It consisted only of β-decay studies leading to levels in 91−93 Kr performed by some of us presented in preliminary reports [11] [12] [13] [14] and in a PhD thesis [15] . However, near completion of this manuscript we became aware of a prompt-fission study of the even-even 88−94 Kr [16] . The data do not show evidence for an increasing softness towards deformation, at least until the N = 58 94 Kr nucleus.
In addition to γ-spectroscopy, laser spectroscopic experiments have been carried out in this region. The sudden increase of the square charge radius <r 2 > at N = 60 in the Rb and Sr isotopic chains was interpreted as due to the onset of strong ground-state deformation [17] [18] [19] . In contrast, more recent laser spectroscopic measurements on Kr isotopes up to N = 60, did not reveal such a significant increase in the <r 2 > values [20] . Hence, the onset of ground-state deformation in the Kr isotopes either seems to be delayed to larger neutron numbers, or will occur more gradually than in the immediate Z-neighbors. Detailed spectroscopic studies should be able to answer these question either, in showing the existence of deformed excited states coexisting with spherical states of similar character as those in the Sr and Zr isotopes, or in showing a smooth change from spherical to transitional structures as in the Mo isotopes when approaching N = 60.
For these reasons, spectroscopic investigations of the decays of neutron-rich bromine isotopes to their krypton daughter nuclei would be of great interest. However, even today the separation of short-lived halogen isotopes by negative surface ionization remains an experimental challenge to ion-source technology. As one of the last experiments at the old ISOLDE on-line mass separator at CERN before the shut-down of the SC, neutron-rich Kr isotopes around N = 56 were studied for the first time and so far only by γ-and delayedneutron spectroscopy [15] . Here, we report on the decay of N = 58 93 Br to 93 Kr, the most neutron-rich isotope of this element so far observed by radioactivity.
EXPERIMENT
The β-decay parent nucleus 93 Br was produced by 600 MeV proton-induced fission of uranium. A beam of negatively charged bromine ions was obtained by a chemically selective LaB 6 surface ion source [21] , and was collected at the detection position on a moving tape system. The γ-rays following β-decay of 93 Br were measured with various detectors: two coaxial Ge-detectors for transitions up to about 4 MeV, a small planar Ge-detector for low energies and a BaF 2 scintillator. In addition, a thin plastic scintillator was used to detect β-particles.
The low threshold of 8 keV of the planar detector allowed the measurement of Kr K-X rays necessary for Z-identification as well as for the application of the fluorescence method.
In this method, K-conversion coefficients are measured by the intensity ratio of the K-X-ray peak to the one of the photopeak of the converted transition. In order to ensure enough selectivity, the method must be applied to spectra obtained by gating selected transitions.
The coincidence efficiency was determined by using a Yet, delayed γ-γ-t coincidences recorded with the large Ge-detectors allowed observation of level lifetimes typically longer than 10 ns.
A valid coincidence event was defined by hardware to include at least one of the signals from the planar detector or one of the coaxial Ge-detectors. Coincidence events were recorded in list mode with the GOOSY system at ISOLDE. They were off-line sorted on a VAX computer to create subsets of energy-energy-time triplets for subsequent gating and generation of energy or time projections.
I. RESULTS
The identification of the new γ-lines following the decay of 93 Br was made on the basis of the coincidence relations and the additional requirement that the characteristic X-rays of Kr had to be present in the coincidence spectra. In addition to of the negative ion source for bromine was verified by comparing the β-delayed neutron emission probability, P n , of 91 Br from γ-spectroscopic data obtained during this experiment with earlier βn-multiscaling measurements [22] . The γ-spectroscopic method is based on comparison of activities in the A = 90 and A = 91 chains. The result, P n = 36(2)%, was found to be in reasonable agreement with the value 30 (2) [18, 20] and I π = 1/2 + was determined from transfer reactions for 97 Zr [23] . These spin and parity correspond to the νs 1/2 orbital. In the present experiment, the ground-state feeding has been deduced from a comparison of γ-ray intensities of transitions assigned to 93 Kr and to its daughters 93 Rb and 93 Sr. As for the P n estimate, this method relies on the assumption that the negative-ion source was selective for bromine. With this approach, no sizeable further consequence of the β-feeding of the 359.4 and 709.9 keV levels is that they cannot be 1/2 + states. We note that the logft values to these levels must be regarded as lower 6 limits due to the non-neglectible probability that many weak β-branches to levels between We tentatively propose assignments for some higher-lying levels using systematics of energies and branching ratios for N = 57 and 59 isotones. These levels are shown in figure 3 .
The next strongly fed levels, at 359 and 710 keV, could be the second 3/2 + and 5/2 + doublet based on the 2⊗s 1/2 core-plus-particle coupling. From the similarities of the low-lying levels of the N = 57 isotones of krypton and strontium (see Fig. 3 the Z = 40 and N = 56 subshell closures re-inforce each other [26] . In contrast, the levels in 99 Mo exhibit a different order, with a 5/2 + first excited state associated to the d 5/2 neutron instead of the 3/2 + complex level [24] . The close similarity of Kr isotopes (Z = 36) with their Sr isotones (Z = 38) but the differences with Mo (Z = 42) indicates that there is no symmetry with respect to the Z = 39 proton midshell. This is in contrast to the simple picture of describing nuclear structure in terms of the number of valence particles or holes only.
One may, however, speculate that -as observed in the N = 57-59 Sr and Zr isotopes [25, 27, 28] -also their respective Kr isotones will exhibit coexistence of spherical states at low energy and levels of deformed collective nature at higher energy. Spherical-to-deformed shape transitions between N = 58 and N = 60 were already predicted as early as 1981
by Bucurescu et al. [29] [32] in an attempt to reproduce the laser-spectroscopic measurements of the mean squared charge radii (<r 2 > of neutron-rich Sr and Kr isotopes [17] [18] [19] .
The P n value of 93 Br decay is 68 (7)%. This large delayed-neutron branch and, in consequence, the weak β-feeding to low-lying states in 93 Kr can easily be understood in terms of general nuclear-structure signatures in this mass region. Spherical shell-model calculations of Gamow-Teller (GT) decay of 93 Br using the quasi-particle random-phase approximation (QRPA) with a Folded-Yukawa single-particle potential and a Lipkin-Nogami pairing model [33] predict the lowest allowed β-transitions at 5.2 MeV and 6.0 MeV in 93 Kr, respectively, well above the neutron-separation energy of S n ≃3.4 MeV [34, 35] . These are the νg 7/2 →πg 9/2 3QP-and the νp 3/2 →πp 1/2 1QP-transition, respectively. Hence, the low-energy part of the 93 Kr spectrum is only fed by relatively weak first-forbidden (ff) β-transitions. When taking into account the ff-strength distribution according to the Gross Theory [36] , our calculations yield a delayed-neutron emission branch of P n = 83%, in fair agreement with the experimental observation. It is interesting to note in this context, that QRPA calculations using the deformation parameters of ǫ≃0.25 as predicted e.g. by the global mass models FRDM and ETFSI-1 [34, 37] already shift some GT-strength below S n in 93 Kr, thus resulting in a P n values of only about 25%, in disagreement with experiment.
III. CONCLUSION
The decay of N = 58 93 Br has been studied for the first time and a partial decay scheme 
